A cell-internalizing peptide endows tumstatin7 with enhanced antitumor properties.
Tumstatin7 (CNYYSNS) is an antitumor peptide derived from the NC1 domain of Type IV collagen that has been associated with tumor angiogenesis. In this work, we generated a peptide composed of tumstatin7 fused to TAT, a cell-internalizing peptide consisting of 11 amino acids. Tumstatin7-TAT was internalized by cells and triggered cell death. The new peptide was more potent in inducing B16F10 melanoma cell apoptosis in vitro than the shorter tumstatin7. Whereas tumstatin7-TAT significantly reduced tumor cell viability, tumstatin7 showed only weak effects even at the highest treatment concentration applied. Both tumstatin7-TAT and tumstatin7 inhibited cell migration in an in vitro wound healing model, and the former was more effective than the latter in inhibiting tumor growth in vivo. Combining the cell-internalizing property of TAT with the tumor-specific property of tumstatin7 may provide a useful adjunct to tumor therapy.